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SIGHTS OF NEW MEXICO

by J. T. Reid

VA Official Advises
Careful Home Buying
Now that post-war housing
shortages are easing off, the Veterans Administrator is remi.nding
ex-GI's that they have until July
25, 1957 to use their right to a
guaranteed loan.
The Administration urges veterans to shop carefully before
they buy to make sure they will
be satisfi'ed With the quality and
condition of the home and its
equipment
In view ~f the Korean situation
the Administt·ator announces that
American servicemen totally disabled during the Korean campaign
may be eligible to have their Nati?nal Service. Life Insurance premmms waived. Total disability
must be. for six months or longer,
the offic1al says.
'
A pamphlet, titled To the Home- ·
Buying Veteran is being dis·
.
t l'l'bu t e d th. rough'a ll VA office~
m
New Mex1co. Th~ booklet pomts
up some of the pitfalls and hefldaches encountered by home bmlders.

Scholarship Awarded
To David D. Nolting

Dream Game .••

Robinson, Kell Lead Botting Averages
By B. K. Mallon .
It W!lS a fine All-Star game, all
the stars performed like stars. It
was undoubtedly the finest-played
game of the 17-year-old series.
Frio~ to the midsummer classic,
people round and about the baseball circles were worrying about
the rhubarbs. and pe~ty bicketing
that were bemg carr1ed on. Many
thought that the annual show
should .be doD:e away with because
of the 111 feelmg that results each
year.
.
. .
h The~~ drastic opl~IOns must
allve uled fhfi ~f·ys, Nuse they
s c~Y:et 0 ~h g mg. 1
!lan
ei'fher s~d
ere was oa mg on

°tne

Stran~cly enough it was pit h
.
th t d .
d'
I c mg , a . ommate the scene. Because this has ~een a season of
beaucoup base h1ts, everyone was
expecting hundreds of holes to be
drilled in the distant fences of
Comisky Parlr. But the pitchers
must have heard these ugly rumors too, for they went ahead and
racked up a recot·d-breaking total

Naturalist Shows
Wildlife Movies

David D. Nolting, a June graduate of the· University, is one of
A favorite vacation spot are the world-famous Carlsbad Caverns
seven students in the country to
About 300 persons attended a
Above is ''The Big Room," showing strange formations-domes pen~ receive a Jackson Johnson Redants, stalactites, stalagmites, and frozen cascades of flowstone: This gional scholarship to the Wash- .special lectu1·e and natural color
single cavern, which is only a tiny part of the National Pa1·k measures ington University School of Med- movie on "Birds, Blossoms, and
Bighorns" in the Science Lecture
three-fourths of a mile in length, and is more than 625 feet wide and icine in St. Louis.
Wednesday night. Narrator
300 feet high. Tourists find the cave:.:ns a summertime treat, where the
The scholarships are awarded Hall
tem11erature remains a constant 56 degrees. The Park is open every . on an honor basis in recognition of was Lowell J. Mills of Colorado
day m the year. A fee of $1.50 for adults and 50 cents for children is exceptional ability and achieve- Springs, Colo.
Flowers, shown in lapse-time
charged; however, the fee is waived for school groups. A lunchroom ment in pre-medical work. Nolting
pictures,
to bloom right
750 feet underground serves meals at midday. ·
was graduated in Art,s and Sci- before theseemed
audience.
photoences, receiving a bachelor of sci- graphed the blossoms Mills
. There is no o~her natural sight starts at that time. You may walk ence
by
letting
a
degree with distinction.
m the world hke the Carlsbad down or go down in the elevator.
movie camera run in 24-hour
shifts.
Caverns. Nothing compares with I distinctly recommend walking
them for grandeur and majestic down.
Some of the birds and animals
English
Test
Scheduled
shown in natural habitats were
bea;11ty. That is the unanimous reLunch is served in the Big room
The Sophomore English Profi- yellow warblers, cow birds, humactwn of world travelers •. You at noon and you're out, via walk
must see them. I emphatically or elevator as you choose by two ciency Examination will be given ming birds, egrets, road runners,
July 25, according to Dr. A. A. bighorn sheep, beaver, antelope,
re~ommend at leas~ three da~s for or three in' the aftemoon.'
th1s most worthwhile excu.rswn.
If you care to, you can make El Wellck, Director of the Counsel- and prairie dogs.
Take one day ~or ~he tnp d!>wn · Paso on this trip. The Cavems are ing and Testing Services. All apto Carlsbad, which I~ 280 mi_les. on the road from Carlsbad to El plicants for this examination
If you start early, you ll have time Paso. The Pass City is a good should sign up in Room 121, CounJudge to defendant: You realize,
seling and Testing, on or before
to see the remarkabl~ Bot~mless three hours from the Caverns.
of course, that any thing you say
Lakes at ~oswell, a stde-tnp well
The next day will allow you July 22.
will be held against you?
wort~ ma~mg. Some people spend some time to see both some of El
Defendant: Jane Russell, Jane
the night m ~oswell and g? on to Paso and Juarez, in Mexico across
the Caverns In the mornmg. In the Rio Grande. It's 260 miles
Eyes of all domesticated ani- Russell, Jane Russell.
any cas~, b~ sure to make your home. You'll be tired when you mals have round irises; eyes of
reservation m advance.
get there, but you'll never forget wild animals do not. House eats
You should reach the Caverns the trip
fall in the latter category.
by 10 a.m., as the first trip down ---=--·-----------==-=-~~=:::..:::=:~~.:_

·

.

o~ 19 str1keouts. The New York
Gmnt'~ Lar~y Jansen led the p~r

ade WJth SIX and was heart1ly
cheet·ed by all,
·
The biggest blow of the game
:wa~, of course, the dramatic ~4thmnmg homer by Red Schoend1enst,
who has never been notorious for
his home r:un hitting. Outside of
that, the b1g boys were the ones
that produced; namely, Williams
Kell, Kiner, Sauer, and Slaughter:
Although the score wa13 lower
than was anticipated, the records
show that the game should have
been that close. Just for fun, let's
take a gal!der at the ~ituation; we
find that m the Nattonal league,
th;e Fightin' Phils are leading
w1th a .603 won-lost record. Compare this to Detroit's .653. There's
not much difference.
.
Then, down deep m the senior
lo_op's cellar .are the Pirates of
Pittsburgh WJth 27 :wins against
46 defeats. And ~ver m the Ameri.can league the A; s and the Bro~ns
~hare . the du~wus honor With
. mdentical tallies of 27 wins
against 49 losses. Here too, the
two leagues are t·unning neck and
neck.
Next are the batting averages.
We find that Robinson and Kell
are out in front with a pair of
.365's. You will I'emember that
these same two led the neld last
year, and with the same average
of .342. History may repeat.
Home run production is also
similar. Williams and Rosen with
25 are practically matched by
KiOJ:er's 24. (All records are quoted as of Saturday night.)
So which is the better league?
An American league fan will tell
you that the American league is.
Hershel Martin might cast his
vote for the West Tex-New Mex
circuit. All we got to say is "Why
wereh't there any Boston Braves
on the All-Star squad?"

.

Denver Editor .......,
Korean Situation As
Merely An 'Incident'

Warner-Woods
For the Best in Portraits
180(. E. Central

-

__

Toddler Suggests
Strawberry Sauce

.

"The MAGIC. FLUTE"

Lunches at All Times
Our Own Ice Cream
• Complete Breakfasts All Day

FOUR NIGHTS

CHISHOLM'S

JULY 26, 27, 28 and 29

~

On Central Across from the Men's Dorm

~

at the

ALBUQlJERQUE liTTLE THEATRE
All Seats Reserved
$1.80 tax inc.
1910. E. CENTRAL

Phone 9895

presenfecl by

CORSAGES
Delphinium -····----·······-········-····----······ I.SO up
Carnations
1.50 up
Orchids -····----······-·····-·-·····-·····----·---··· 4.00 up
Roses ---·-··-·-··--·-·-·-··-·--··--·-···-·- .50 per bloom
Boutonnieres -··-····-·-······-····-··-·-·--····----·---- .SOc

.

The University of New Mexico
Opera Workshop

Jewelry Needs

ALSO
Special Designing, Manutae·
turing and Engraving-Expert
WatCh and Jewelry Repairing.
'•'

i'

:I

(,:

li

4

t

CENTRAL AT SECOND
Dial 7334 or 6150

•.

I
'

l
j

'[<

FOR TICKETS

Phone
Headquarters for AU Your

5. 2655

or write to

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
WEDDINGS ---PARTIES- HOME DECORATIONS
BANQUET ARRANGEMENTS

ELIZABETH MANN, Treas., I020 Parkland Pl.

Summer Hours: 9:00 A. M.-~5 :00 P.M.

UNIVERSITY BOOK STORE

Night Phone 5-9158

'i

'

under the direction of
ROBERT KORST

'

,,li

. Mozart's

'

I

.,

SEE and HEAR

-,It's Our Pleasure to Serve the Best-

Two men were pitching manure
onto a trailer a.t the local stock
yards when a small boy, just old
enough to talk understandably,
wandered over from a group of
men that must have contained his
father.
•
For a long time he watched the
two men fill the trailer, then he
asked seriously, "What you doin'?"
One of the men stopped pitching
and looked at the little boy and
explained breathlessly that they
were loading manure.
.
Tl1e little inquisitor was only
temporarily.satisfied with this answer, and after a short while he
asked, "What you gonna do with
the 'nure?"
The man stopped work again,
wiped the sweat off the brim of his
hat, and answered briefly, "It's
for the garden. We're going to
put it on the strawberries."
Apparently satisfied, the 'boy
walK:ed away.A little later he returned, and with his face screwed
up with doubt he asked again,
"What you gonna use the 'nure
for?"
i'We're going to put it on
strawberrie.s," the man answered
as he tossed the last forkful onto
the trailer.
After a pause the boy shook his
head, .and before he turned to go
he said almost proudly, "We put
cream on ours."

' ~

.

IN THE SUB

•

ARCHIE WESTFALL, MGR.

New Mexico, Friday, July 21, 1950

Vol. LII

Palmer Hoyt, Denver Post editor who spoke Monday in the Lectres Under the Stars ~>eries, expressed the opinion that the United States is not at war but is experiencing an "incident" which he
said would not result in an all-out
war with Russia. He compared the
"incident" with the Berlin blockade and the youth march on Berlin.
Though he described the Korean situation as an incident, he
said that he considered it war
when one side is killing people
on the other side.
Almost 1,000 persons, the largest cl·owd of the series, attended
Hoyt's lecture on "The Voice of
America." He was introduced by
Gov. Thomas Mabry who was introduced by Pres. Tom L. Popejoy.
"Russia is the only nation
which can affo1·d to be isolationist," Hoyt said. "The United
States does not have the resources
to su1'Vive without the rest of the
world. The only way to save ourselves is to save the wo1•ld," he
continued with refe1·ence to a possible war.
He sai.d the United States made
three great mistakes since the
end of World War II. One was to
allow the Russians into Berlin before the U.S. The second wqs to
get the Russians into the war with
Japan sl1or~ly before it w~~ over.
This move mvolved the giVmg of
Manchuria to Russia. The third
, wa:;~ to divide Korea at the 38th
parallel.
"Amel'ica has been a sleeping
giant for not using its resources,"
Hoyt suggested. He said not
enough effort has been spent on
propaganda - that is, informing
the world of the truth. He described truth as the most effective
propaganda device, saying that
America had nothing to hide.
"Communism is just a nam.e for
Russian imperialism. There 1s no
danger of communism taking over
in this country," Hoyt declared .
He cited the record of Norman
Thomas who never received more
than 1,000,000 votes in any ?f his
six attempts to 1·un for president.
The fact that America is the first
middle-class nation in all history
was mentioned as added defense
against communism.
"We may be about to see the
collapse of a civilization," Hoyt
said "but if we face the problem~ squarely, think about them
and lteep ourselves informed we
can be sure that the jig is not up
like it was with the Roman emph·e."
The saviour of the world and
mankind from war and destruction will be knowledge. The answers to the problems facing u.s
must come from the human som.
Modern means of communication
and the dissemination of the truth
will be the defense against Russian imperialism, he added.
Speaking of the atomic bomb,
Hoyt said, "In 600 years man has
increased the power of explosives
from gnnpowder to TNT, which is
double tlie strength of ordinary
gunpowder. The atomic bomb is
17 million times more powerful
than gunpowder.~' He ad~ed that
he didn't think America IS ready
for atomic warfare, but that it is
necessary to get ready.

N

rogram
Of Foreign films
, A German silent film made in
1924 will be this week's offering
by the University Film Society in
its "F;ilms Under the Stars" series.
.,
Titled "Waxworks," the movie,
which stars William Dieterle, Conrad Veidt, and Emil Jannings, will
be shown Saturday at 8 p, m. and
again at 10 p.m. in the InterAmerican Affairs patio.
The film, which provided material for later motion picture fantasies including "The Thief of
Bagdad," tells the story of a poet
who is commissioned by a fairground showman to w1ite stories
around three figures in his waxworks show.
Each showing· Saturday night
will be preceded by music and a
short subject. Admission is by
season ticket at the door.
Further inf01wation about the
foreign film series can be obtained
by dialing 8861, ext. 376.

NOTICE
All Student Veterans
The deadline for all veterans' purchases of expendable
and non-expendable supplies
for the summer session, 1950,
is Sat., July 22. No provisions
will be made for an extension
of tl1e deadline.

.

.
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·Fiesta Tomorrow Includes
Pinatas, Dances, Folk· Songs
Geologist ·Advocates
Blast Furnace inN. M.
Establishment of a blast furnace in New Mexico is advocated
by Vincent C. Kelley, geology professor, in the summer issue of the
New Mexico Quarterly. In an article titled "New Mexico's Position in a Western Iron and Steel
Industry," Dr. Kelley emphasizes
the importance of the state's ore
1·eserves and draws attention to
the cost of shipping ores to other
regions for processing.
Other articles in the Quartel'ly
are in the literary line. Deane
Mowrer, English professor, has
written a comprehensive review
of books and poetry published last
year. Carl H. Grabo, visiting professor in English, strikes back at
literary critics in an article on
"Rhetoric and Rhetoricians."
Adja Yunkel'S illustrated the
issue with 16 original wood engravings and monotypes, and John
Palmer Leeper contributed a critique on Yunkers. Genevieve Porterfield, librarian, compiled a ninepage bibliography of current publications on the Southwest.

The Typewr~ter Th1ef... •

The University's third annual summer fiesta will be held
tomorrow night. Pinatas, Mexican dances with costume, and
folk songs will highlight the entertainment in the Student
Union Building.
The fiesta dance, under the supervision of Prof. Ruben

Cobos, will be from 9 p.m. to midnight in the SUB ballroom. :Oick
Sandoval will be master of ceremonies and Marty :Baum's orchestra, directed by Orlie Wagner, will
play.
Professot• Cobos said that pinatas will be incorporated in the
SUB decorations, and that p1izes
will be given for the best costumes. Fiesta dress is optional.
Those who have appropliate costumes are urged to wear them.
The annual celebration is the
highlight of the summer session
and is a smaller version of the
two-day spring fiesta. '
At the dance, Felipe Martinez
and his singing group will entertain with folk songs, Professor
Cobos .said, and the women's
physical education department has
scheduled an exhibition of Mexican dances.
Mrs. Edna Ricltardson of the
PE department made arrangements for the native dance numCobos
bers and Dorothy York of Santa
Fe trained the dance group, which
has performed at the Sandia Base
Hospital for patients and also appeared in an exhibition for the
NCAA golf tournament contestants last month.
Members of the dance group are
Mrs. York, Jackie Hemie, Ann
Jackson, Ciddie Cain, Dorothy Imholtz, Helen Hagan, Joe Armijo,
through the closing daily rehear- Joe Raburn, Cleto Duran, Louis
sals for Mozart's "Magic Flute" Hemandez, Jim Fxost, and Ed
·
· will
· be presented at Jones.
opera, wh1ch
Mexican dances to be performed
the Little Theater four days· by the gi·oup are Jarabe Tapatio,
starting Wednesday.
La Raspa, Varsouviana, ChiapaneThe opera is under the direction cas, and Las Espuelas.
.
,
.
The J arabe Tapatio is called
of Prof. Robe:t Kor;>t, a w!dely "The Mexican Hat Dance" in Engknown figure. m the mtern~t~o!lal lish and the Andy Russell song,
world of mus1e, and !low ~VIsiting "Rosita and Joe," uses the melody
professor at the Umvers1ty.
of Chiapanecas.
Leading roles are played by
Douglas Lav.:rence as Papageno,
and Patty Dwkson as Papa.gena.
Their parts reflect the i!Jner struggle between a noble ex1stence ~nd
the 18th century th«;me. of w!ne,
Shortly after the Lobo came out
women an~ song, wh1ch lS typical last Friday one of the editors was
of Mozart s works.
.
accosted by Alphonse Ignatowicz
All seats for the perfo:rnance (yes it's a real person) who
are reserved and are pnced at claimed he was misquoted in a
$1.80 each.
story on a poll of student reactions to the Korean war, whi:!h
was published in last Fl'iday's
paper. Alphonse stated he did not
•
"plan to make the Army his career" as he was quoted as saying.
He said he wants it understood
that he and the A1wy are not on
f1iendly terms and that he has no
intention of re-upping.
"And furthermore," he continued, waving a heavy pencil at
the editor, "this statement"-he
quoted from the Lobo-" 'Al was
still expatiating on his soap box,
when Marion Miller declared . • .'
is untrue. I'm not a patriot and
never will be.''
Al .left the editor without a
chance to expatiate-and he's not
much of a patriot either. We are
son·y to have misquot~d you last
week, Al.-Ed.
·

'Magic Flute' Opera
T B • Wd d
o egm e nes ay

,
L
d.
,
l.
f
PortobIeT0ken rom (] leS ounge Op~~= ;:~:~~;fa~~e ~~~v;~~~

A portable typew1·iter was
stole!! from tl~e ladies' lounge in
Hodgm
this
owner
said shehall
left
it week.
there The
during
a.
heavy rain and forgot 'to pick it
up until the next day. When she
returne~ f?r it it w;as gone.
The Jamtor's WJfe, who cleans
the lounge said she saw a lady
typing in the room one afternoon,
but that the machine and the person using it were missing later in
the day.
Several pocketbooks have been
stolen from t}le lockers in the
gymnasium recently, Sgt. Noel
Looney of the campus police said.
Two of the thefts occurred this
week. One pocketbook was found
lying on the lawn in front of the
gymnasium but the money was
missing from it.
Patrolman F. F. Gray reported

seeing a man trying the east door
of the SUB at 10:30 one night
th'IS wee1c. When G
. apptoac
· h ed
. tay
~he person ~e fled. The p~tro!man
ran after h1m but lost him man
a~ley betw~en Las Lomas Ave. and
Sigma Ch1 Rd.
.
Patrolman W. J. Ham1lton reported a reckless driver on the
parking lot by the tenms courts.
The driver Robert Silver, 600 N.
Amherst, {vas· drtying !n a ~eckless manner gomg 1n circles
around the lot. When approached
by the officer, Silvet drove onto
Yale Ave. and headed south. He
jumped the curb at Yale ~nd Central avenues, nearly ~urnmg over
the car, the report said.
Besides these there was one
parking violation and one other
traffic violation for the week.

• •

Applications Ayailable
For Terminal Leave Pay
World War II veterans and survival'S of deceased veterans who
have not yet applied for. l:etmbursement for unused m1hta1'Y
leave may now obtain new application forms at any Veterans .{\.d•
ministration office in New MeXIco,
the Contact Service announced.
Public Law 479, which became
-Albuquerque T,.iiH.o.ttP.
law April 26, ex:tended the time .
to June 30, 1951, in which former .
Lois Cox left and Jean Crandal 1·ight draw lots to see who will sing opposite Don Mi~hael! center, on
enlisted service personnel may apply for payment of leave time not opening night in 'Mozart's opera, wrhe Ma'gic Flute.'' Miss Cox will sing on the first and thu·d mghtsi Ml's.
Crandal on the second and fourth nights.
used while in service •

By Way of Apology

U.S. Educators Select
Ten Most Boring Books
There have been lists of the ten
best books, ten best movies, and
ten top tunes, but for a list of the
ten most boring books, U. S. librarians, editors, authors, reviewers, and school teachers in a poll
chose these:·
. Buryan's "Pilgrill}'s Prog;ress,"
Melville's "Moby Dwk," Milton's
"Paradise Lost," Spenser's "Faerie Queene," Boswell's "Life of
Samuel Johnson,'' Richardson's
"Pamela," Eliotls "Silas Marner,"
Scott's ' 1I van h o e," Cervantes'
"Don Quixote," and Goethe's
"Faust."
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A BETTER PLAN
President Truman has called for curbs on new construe~
tion projects. He says building materials will be scarce and
that priority will go to war projects.
Instead of soaking the students to finance the construction of a new Student Union Building, why not create a fund
whereby worthy students of other nations might come to the
University of New Mexico? If UNM students must pay and
pay and pay, and a glance at the cost of activity tickets indicates they must, we think they would put their money to better use by financing a scholarship fund.
And carrying the idea further, what is wrong with establishing a scholarship fund for Americans to study here?

BLACKMAIL
Most Americans would shudder at the thought of being
forced to pay blackmail. But they pay it every day without
protest. The insidious art of blackmail has never achieved
more respectable standing than under the guise of the tipping
system.
Most families today, hard-pressed to pay the butcher and
grocer, simply cannot afford to tip. But if they don't, they
face public insult and humiliation.
'
In many such instances today, employees need tips to supplement their income, but the practice has become a selfpropelled evil, which grows and feeds on itself. We have
brought this unwelcome state of affairs upon ourselves. Tipping today is a major business racket. It has been suggested
that we could wipe out the national debt by socializing checkrooms and cigarette girls, as well as those characters who
lurk with whiskbrooms in men's rooms.
The custom of feeing started early in England and spread
to inns and roadhouses. Small, slotted boxes were hung con·
spicuously in lobbies.
The evils of tipping were anticipated as early: as 1'760,
when England passed a law forbidding "vails," as tips were
then called. But no one paid attention to the law, and it
languished.
:
From England the practice of tipping spread to the Continent. The nation which suffered most from this international disease was France.
Enemies of the 10-per cent-on-the-bill idea oppose it by
insisting that it then becomes necessary to tip above the fixed
10 per cent in order to secure decent service.
Waiters today bring change only in half-dollars and quarters. Sub-waiters hint, "I'll be going off duty now, sir. Everything satisfactory, I hope?" A few hardy souls, made of
sterner stuff than most of us, have on occasion completely
defied the tipping system. One hero, about to leave a hotel,
observed the staff lined up in· an informal gauntlet. He urbanely shook each extended palm and murmured a cordial
-goodbye.
Tipping is not the Damocles' sword in other lands that it
is in the United States. In Scandinavia, for example, the practice is unknown. In Denmark you only tip occasionally, for
some outstanding service. In Finland, travelers have reported that taxi drivers would not accept one cent more than the
correct fare.
There is little hope for an effective attack on tipping. But
every citizen can help himself and his neighbors by at least
holding down the size of his own tips to a bare minimum. We
don't tip the dentist for cleaning our teeth, the postman for
bringing us mail, the movie usher who seats us. Why tip
anybody?
-Clayton News

--
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Printer Flobbergosts Country Folk
. :··
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By Golly
A newspaper filler is a short
item used by make-up men to fill
out a column :not completed by
regular stories. It is usually a profound bit of information such as,
"The origin of insurance is ascribed to the Roman emperor
Claudius in A.D. 43,'' or "The last
known passenger pigeon died in
the Cincinnati zoo in 1914/' or this
two•line gem, t•In Africa, bees
frequently take over abandoned
termite nests!'
The filler's informational value
is negligible, but its practical
worth as a space filler for the
make-up editor is immeasurable.
It's greatest literary value is in
its brevity.
But that's not the reason :for
bringing up this enlightening dis•
course o:n fillers. It's only. an ex~
cuse to lead into a joke. told by
a printel' in the back sh?P•
While he . was, w,orkmg . '?n a
weekly back 1n Ilhn01s, the pnnter
·said he used to devote many c.olumns to country items,. Which
were about as informative as a

filler but popular reading because
of the many names in them.
Most of the subscribers already
knew how many cans of cherries
Mrs. Tom Maffey had put up the
week before, and who had visited
the Mills family on Sunday, but
the apparently worthless items
were priceless to the persons mentioned in them.
A two-week-old item was just
about as good as any of the newer
ones; so when the allotted columns were filled the printer set
aside the surplus and used it the
following week. To explain the
lateness of the. carried-over news,
the printer said he would interject
a filler saying, "Crowded out last
week.''
For a country weekly there was
nothing flagrantly wrong with this
practice, the printer explained,
but the local population was
aghast one week when the item
following his usual filler happened
to be about the fat Mrs. Mitchell
who had broken her arm when she
fell out o£ bed.

----~---::-_:_,_ ..,_~---~~=-"~="""""""'"""""""'"""""""'==~-"!!I!!!!'!!!!!!!!!"'W.......-~--------------....--------.----------

LETTERIP

a few molars while endeavoring to
eat them.
.
Please withhold my name, cause
I have a meal ticket at the dining
hall, and I might worry about
some sort of revenge.

C, R. -

Of Blood and Rhubarb

ROVING REPORTER

Deal' Editor:
Re: Sung C. Chung story about
Korean war which says in part:
"My chief worry is that our crops
will not be planted in time. . • .
I am afraid the war will interrupt
this.''
Mr. Chun, do you think American blood will hurt the rhubarb?
NAME WITHHELD

At a loss for a good question to
ask this week, the rover asked this
one: "What, in your honest opin~
ion, would be a good question for
the , 1·oving reporter to ask this
week?"
Vincent: Do you prefer the c~
ration or the K-ration?
,.
Roger Willco: Will Cox pay
back the $315?
Gwen Dolyn: When are· you
coming over for dinner?
Mac Tavish: How are things in
Glocca-Morra?
·
Bill Rich: Will I be drafted?
Ed Curry: Why don't we have a
television program on Saturday
morning?
Op Cit Ibid: Do you think Russia will repay her war debt?
Bonnie Fide: Is it true that John
Derek, Hollywood's most beautiful
star, will probably win the Miss
America title?
George D'Alonzo: Is there some
special reason why the newsstand
racks at the Men's Donn are topheavy with magazines like Mademoiselle, Charm, Seventeen, and
Today's Woman?
B. Y. Jove: Are you looking forward to a career in Korea?
"Deal" Beal, the Big Wheel:
Which twin has the Toni?

Of Eggs and Spuds
Dear Editor:
I hadn't realized that flies were
a menace in our dining hall, but
I am aware of two other discouraging items associated with said
institution. The leading item concerns the amount of time alloted
to the cooking of eggs.
-Many of us like eggs, but few
of us can eat the raw eggs which
are continuo11sly served to us for
breakfast.
The other item to which I refer
is again concerned with cooking.
I have found that either the mess
hall manages to obtain the hardest potatoes in the country or else
(and I have a deep suspicion that
this reason is more valid) the potatoes are not given sufficient
time to become cooked through
and as a result one is liable to lose

.
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They say he usta be a great fullback before he went to pot.

CATS AND SNAKES
Prof. Bernard B. Perry's English 135 class may soon become
known as the class where anything can happen, and frequently
does. So far, a pink cat, a pink
snake, and "sense pictures" have
figured in the conversation.
The pink kitten, an innocent little creature, wandered into class
and spent most of the period taking cat-naps in the lap of a student named Peggy. The professor,
in this case, didn't seem to mind
the inattention to his lecture.
In discussing a Willa Cather
heroine, Professor Perry said,
"Two of her legs were fractured
when she fell into a tree.'' A most
remarkable woman, the class decided.
One morning the professor was
greeted with this query: "What
does Your Worship think about.
the Korean War?" After assuring
the student that he was not his
Worship, Professor Perry expressed some good views on the
war.
·
But the pink snake-which, up
to now, has not attended classhad the star role in a story told
by a girl named Emily. Emily's
nlother came out of a drug store
to her parked ear to find a note
on the windshield telling her to
beware of the snake. A man rush~
ed up and assured her that he had
really seen it go into the chassia
of the car.
Dubiously, the lady listened;
and consented ,to have a filling
station attendant check. He was
incredulous. Against his better
judgment, he searched, and s~re
enough, there was a baby-pmk
bullsnake tucked away in the
grille. ~omebody passe,d al?ng and
picked It up and earned 1t away
by. the neck, Emily. said.
A student. tossed the phrase
usense picture" into the palavet•
Tuesday. Nobody knew what it
mPant. A detailed explanation of
it may be given any day now.

NEWS FROM OTHER CAMPUSES
Texas Tech has approximately
16 orphans which it is going to
have to get rid of this summer.
There are 16 jalopies which are
not in running conditicn and which
are in such a battered state that
they are creating an eyesore to
those who come to Tech to admire
the beauty of the campus.
Another Tech item said that
thirsty students approaching a
certain fountain which squirts
water in several directions, are
warned of impending disaster by
a sign which reads, "Old Faceful.''
Pranksters who ignored a sign,
"Do not open until repairs on the
campus are finished," flooded sections of the residential area in the
vicinity of the men's donn at the·
University of Colorado.
New Mexico Western's first
shipment of recordings of its own
college songs arrived on the campus ·July 5. Three rec01·ds, six
playing sides, are encased in a
fancy album. A recording company in Chicago produced the
discs.
J. C. Penney, '75-year-old retailing magnate, visitedDenver University campus and told Business
Administration majors to seek
'their futures with firms offering
growth and advancement. "It's a
great mistake to think only in
terms of money," he declared.
"Stay in school urttil you are
•drafted" is the advice of the dean
of men at Texas Christian.
Under the headline, t'Rostile
Audience Hears M1·s. Robeson,''
the U. of Contiectieut1s paper told
how the singer's wife attacked
Truman, the North Atlantic Pact,
and the Marshall Plan,
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Fifth Column

The
Word

-

---by The Third Man _ __.
TEN PERCENTERS. Tipping,
which is labeled "Blackmail" in
today's editorial from the Clayton
News, is said to come from the
first letters of t'he words "To insure prompt service.'' Another
ve1•sion is that it began with medieval barbers, who performed
minor surgical operations in the
days when bleeding was fashionable. Customers weren't · asked to
pay a flat . sum, but usually
"tipped" the barber what they
could afford. Today, the blame for
this evil practice is divided three
ways: on the employer, the em~
ployee, the customer, The employer should pay a decent wage; the
employee, if he can't make a living without holding out his palm,
should get a better job; the customer should never tip.
WHERE DANGER LIES. In
Mexico, where most wages are
scandalously low, if the customer
doesn't proffer a tip, the Mexicans
ask fo1· it, and specify the stipend:
10 per cent. Being outnumbered
and unsure of his ground, the
tourist generally shells out generously.
HEAVY SUMMER READING.
Of the new acquisitions at the library, the following fascinating
titles carry all the desirable, delectable passion of a close embrace
with a sea lamprey: How to Attract the Wombat; Man and Plan
in Soviet Economy; Everybody's
Political What's What; The Mean~
ing of Right and W1·ong; Watch
Your Step; The Lyfe of Sir
Thomas Moore, Knighte; Studies
in Neotropical Mallophag; Handbook of the Mosquitoes of North
America; Wahrscheinlichkeitsrechnung fur Nichtmathematiker; A
Hittite Chrestomathy; Excited
States of Nuclei; Mark My Words;
Introduction to Parasitology, and
Passes to Pleasant Reading-a
Reader for Servicemen. The last
one is just the thing for those
lads who are 1-A. Another one,
Rea1 Estate Analysis, should
come in handy if you want to analyze the Texas soil which goes
whizzing by about once a week.
THE HARDEST TEST. "Is
Modern Art Crazy?" asks an Associated Press writer in the headline of a newspaper story about
art. He told how paintings by
modern painters and those of insane persons were hung on the
wall of an art gallery as an experiment. The writer was asked
to choose between sane and insane.
He flunked the test.
FAME WITHOUT FORTUNE.
Albuquerque is being publicized
a lot of late. Irma, in going west,
paused here. Captain Easy is adventuring at Hondo Pueblo, wherever that is, near Albuquerque.
Kirk Douglas was here last week
to film scenes for "Ace in the
Hole.''
SHORT TAKES. Not long ago,
Yvonne DeCarlo was "The Gal
Who Took the West.'' Next came
"Colt .45," the gun that Won the
West, and more 1·ecently, "Winchester .73," also the gun that
won the West. The three really
should be brought together in one
picture to shoot it out: Yvonne De
Carlo in ''Colt .45 Meets Winchester .73.'1 A sign on the Window of
a drug store says, t'FREE to
stomach sufferers-Willard's mes~
sage.'' Just what I need, that
message . from Willard for my
empty stomach. It is reported
tho.t some goon shouts, "Vince!
Vince!" from the top floor of the
men's donn every morning about
daybreak to awaken Vince, who
lives on·the bottom floor. Well, is
that unusual? It might be interesting to know how much dough
changes hands annually .between
the liquor industry and the moviemakers to get so many drinking
scenes and talk of drinking in motion pictures. And is it true that
if, in talting the Philip Morris test,
the smoker lights the "other cigarette" first and then the Philip, the
results will be reversed? Overheard in the SUB: "I'm taking up
science of revolution this sum~
mer!' "Is there a lab in that
com·se ?" "Yeah, you learn rabblerousing twice a week in front of
the Albuquerque National Bank/'
At the construction site of the
pew _classi·~om building, a .corral
Is bemg bmlt. One theory is that
it is to hold the cal·pcntet·s' saw
horses.
·

Tllat's a hot number/' said the
steer as a red-hot branding iron
was pressed against his leg.

Col. Parker Heads
·Air Reserve Corps
Lt. Col. John L. Parker, USAF,
is the new commanding officer of
the University's AFROTC unit

Current exhibit in the Art Department gallery 'is- composed of
Have You Got the Word Yet?
11 paintings and nine constructions by Enrique Montenegro, inDon Mitchell of Raton has taken structor in art.
a job in Mosquero surveying for
. The exhibi~ion, which will be
the highway department,
displayed until the end o~ August,
. John Ross enrolled here fresh . follows t~e S:ummer Sess!OJ.l t~end
from the Georgia Military Insti- of non-obJective a1~. The pamtmgs
are ~ase~ on de~lgns and color
tut e. His home is in Taos.
·•
combmat10ns, while the construeBobby ~ve, Metros~, IS pastor tions consist of dimensional efof the Ehda Method1st Church fects achieved with -screen wire
during the summe~·· He was _grad~ and string.
·
uated from UNM m the spnng.
John Gray, former student, has
been appointed to Annapolis after
a period of study in Italy, where
his father was stationed.
Personal to Horatio: When are
you coming over for dinner?
The last of the lectures in the
Gwendolyn.
Spanish Nights series will be
Annabelle Richards, a senior, is given July 27 in the patio of the
spending the summer in Weis- Inter-American Affairs Building
baden, Germany.
at 8 p. m. The public is invited.
The Hatch Rainbow Girls held a
Anibal Sanchez Reulet, visiting
kidnap breakfast recently. Among professor, will speak on "N01·te·1 the 25 girls kidnapped was Betty
america Vista Por Hispanoameri. · Jean BoUl·bonia, a soph. She will ca." He teaches a course in His·· take office as grand worthy ad- panic Thought in the philosophy
and professor of air science and
viser in August.
.
department this summer.
. tactics.
John Catron, law student, IS
At present Dr.. Sanchez Reu}et
A native of Carlinville, Ill., Coltouring Mexico.
is head of the philosophy section onel Parker was graduated with a
Quick Magazine quoted an Ital- ' in the Pan American Union, B.S. degree in 1937 from the Uniian portrait painter's remark to Washington, D. C. He received his . versity of Illinois. Four years of
Pablo Picasso: "When I do a porROTC training there.. earned him
trait, people can recogn!ze the
a
commission as 2d lieutenant in
subject as well as the al'tist. But
the
cavalry reserve.
when you do a portrait, people
In
1942 he was recalled to active
can recognize only the artist." .
duty
and served as operations ofDan Brasier, 1950 graduate m
ficer
with
the 50th Troop Can-ier
Education, is shown in a recent ad
Wing, with service in England,
in the Amarillo News, at his job
France, and Italy. He .had been
of playing the elect?c organ a~ a
piloting
commercial, pnvate, and
restaurant. In the p1cture, Bros1er
military
planes for several years
· is flashing his ivories while tickand was graduated from Air
/ ling the horse teeth.
Corps flight training at Kelley
j1.
Ray MacDougall is said to be
Field in 1939.
·
working up an orchestra to play
l for campus dances. So far, one
I man has signed up to play a cop's
Writing Contest Ends
whistle and another is set to get
Today is the deadline for manurhythm from an ear trumpet.
scl-ipts
in the Summer Creative
Another item from the men's
Writing Contest. Short stories
donn relates that some young men
only will be accepted this year,
were marching in the halls at 1:30
says Dr. C.' V. Wicker, chairman
a. m. calling cadences.
.
of
the prizes and awards commitDon Bauer, June, graduate .m
tee,
First prize is $25.
Fine Arts, and Glona Pugh, FII}e
Arts senior, will tie the knot 1n
August.
.
.
English 'Test Scheduled
Jeanne Caldarelh, Education seThe Sophomore English Profinior is engaged to Sgt. Paul Farciency
Examination will be given
:rell ~f Sandia Base.
degree of licenciado en filosofia July 25. All applicants shOuld sign
'Billye Brantley, '50 graduate from
the University of Madrid and up in Room 121, Counseling and
who has been teaching a~ Santa his Ph.D.
philosophy from .the Testing, before 4 p. m. tomorrow.
Rosa, will wed Herb Renwick, en- Universityin
of La Plata, Argentma.
gineering student.
.
He was professor of philos?phy at
Jane Reese of Carlsbad will the University of Tucuman, ArAs an ice cube melts, it diminmarry Rupert Reinsch, a Sigma gentina, from 1939-46.
ishes in size.
Chi, on Sept. 5.
h'l
R. N. Whitley J1·., a KA w 1 e
at the U, has named Golden,'B!!-Yless of Idabel, Okla., as h1s m- cards have been affixed to all doors
of 1·esidence xooms in the men's
Dixie Patriots
tended•
Charline Sage, employed for the new dorm. The management is atLaundry
past yea1· with the State Depart- tempting to establish some sort of
ment in Germany, is engaged to uniformity in the way studen~s
Lt. Curtis H. Lofteseness. of the advertise "where they hang their
PICK UP
U. S. Costabulary Forces m Ber- hats.''
·Engagements:
and
lin.
d p·
Peggy Calvin, Clovis, and Ed~
The wedding of Ann Boy , a 1
DELIVERY
Phi of the Class of '50, to Sa?U ward Balcomb, Albuquer,9.ue, pl~n
Thornburg is set for today m to be married August 6 m CloVIs.
Betty Ruth Cox, a February
Santa Fe.
.
821 S. Third
Katie Bunnel, Carls.b:td, 1s now graduate in math, will also be
married
August
6,
to
Bill
Mosely,
Mrs. Tom George DaVIs.
PHONE 6943
Buddy Slusher, '53, has taken Columbus, Ga., ,at Bosque Farms
to wife Glydene Bottoms of Tu~ Baptist Church.
cumcari.
Dr Fleck of biology has made a
plaster model of Elsie the Borden
Cow's son BeaUl'egard. He (Bea1!-re~ard) ~ears a diaper and 1s
paintedpink.
.
.
A note submitted for th1s .department says "Don Peterson has
a contract with a writer'~ agef!CY
through a local prof. He lS selhn.g
stuff like mad and his agency IS
crying for more.''
Here's a note for L. B. Waller1910 E. CENTRAL
stein of crushed grape and chocolate eclair fame: the men's dorm
Phone 9895
served c111shed grapes Tuesday
on the noon menu.
.
I
New metal holders for name-

Reulef fo Lecfure
In Spanish Series

i,

Grad Student Tells of life in Indio
By Yelma' M. Newlin
Marie Sommerville, former
teacher and. dean of women at Isa~
bella Thorburn College in Lucknow, India, talked about ''Education in the schools of India as compared with education in the
schools of the United States," in
·the parlor of Marron Hall, Thursday evening, July 13.
Miss Somme1'Ville was regarded
with - admiration as she rose to
speak. She wore her native dress,
a graceful, :fl.owing pure silk sari,
finished with a band woven of
pure gold and silk threads. The
blouse she wore under her sari was
made from a piece of brocade
woven of threads of pure gold and
.
silk.
Miss Sommerville said women
of India were first permitted education because men of the ruling
caste felt the need for wives who
could consort on an equal basis
with women of British officials.
.She aaid that now the British have
withdrawn from India it has been
necessary to adopt a common Ian-

guage for court and educational
use to replace the English language formerly required.
She said it is the desire of the
Indians to turn backward and
seek the best from Indian culture,
so long suppressed, and to lool(
westward and seek the best fr?m
America's modern culture for. mspiration to form a strong, umted
Indian nation.
When questioned about her
opinion concerning the . present
conflicts in the world, Miss Som~
merville expressed belief that
peace would never come to the
world through use.of force. Peace
would come only through the acceptance of the teachings of Jesus
Christ" by the people of the world,

Warner-Woods
For the Best in Portraits
1804 E. Central

BUY NOW and
Priees Go Up
Angustl
THE

CLEARANCE SALE

GIFTS

Welcome Again
Students

EASTSIDE
CLEANERS
and

Laundry
Two Hour Dry Cleaning
When Needed
Ask Almost Any Student
One Block From U

11

Montenegro Exhibit
In Art Department

1706 E. Central
Tel. 2-1395 or 2·2708

GIFTS -

GIFTS

LAMPS
PLANTERS
CERAMICS
BRASSWARE
GLASSWARE
FIGURINES
DlNNERWARE
COPPERWARE
SIMULATED PEARL JEWELRY

.
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THE FINEST Slt.VERPLAzl'
•Trnde-mark

SEE WHAT YOU CAN SAVE IF YOU ACT NOW
Price
Now

52-Piece Set . .' ................ $69.75
61·Piece Service for 8 . . . . . . • . • • 79.50
Salad Forks ........ Set of 8. .. • 11.33
Iced Drink Spoons •.. Set of 8. . . • 11.33
Butter Spreaders ••. Set of 8 . . • • 11.33 '

Price
August 1

$74.50
87.50
12.00
12.00
12.00

Savings on other Sets and Open Stock Pieces

We are moving our entire Gift Stock
at a I/3 reduction
FLOWERS FOR .ALL OCCASIONS
WEDDINGS- PARTIES- HOME DECORATIONS
BANQUET ARRANGEMENTS
Summer Hours: 9:00 A. M.-5:00 P.M.

Night Phone 5-9158
2314 E •..Central

111.! Blocks East of the Campus

The Df.lgouf Dope .• .•

Teddy Williams' Feat Ouiets Critics
By Bob Kunkel
Ever since 1939 when Teddy
Williams began his major league
career, critics have been repri~
manding him for his apparent disregard for the :fans. He has been
called a spoiled brat, a pop-off and
a wise guy. He has been booed for
his, nonchalant efforts in the field,
and has been lambasted by sports
writers for his failure to cooperate.
They say he can't field and they
scoff at his throwing. They have
accused him of loafing on the base
paths and they rant and rave when
he refuses to hit to left field
against the Boudreau shift.
They said all this and much
more, that is up until last Tuesday's All-Star game when it took
a broken arm to finally give Teddy the ovation he had always deserved. In case there are still
• some cynics who doubt the great- ,
ness of that feat, just go out and
break your arm, then throw about
five or six balls and swing a bat
about seven times. You just can't
do it, Gus.
Also, the fact that he played an
entire game with that broken amt
ought to dispell all the ugly rumors of Ted's lack of competitive
spirit. He could have asked to be
taken out at any time. But he
· didn't, and all he did was drive in
one very important run and hit
two balls solidly. And if there are
some ,that claim the arm couldn't
have bothe1·ed him much, again we
say, go break your arm.
Another fact that ought to be
cleared up is Teddy's fielding
ability. To listen to his critics,
you'd get the impression that he
catches fly balls with his head and
stops grounders with his chest.
This is the granddaddy of all misconceptions. You'll find after a
look at the .records, that Teddy's
lifetime fielding average is a
mere ·six percentage points below
that of Joe DiMaggio, the peerless fielder who plays .for some
New York team.
In our books, this doesn't make
him a bad fielder or even a mediocre fielder; it makes him one of
the best fielders in the game today.
And since even Haile Selassie
knows that Ted The Kid is without a doubt the greatest hitter of
our era, we feel qualified to place
Mr. Williams at the head of his
class. Too bad he doesn't play for·
Detroit!
·

SIGHTS OF NEW MEXICO

pitches down the left field line betore I popped one in the little
hole. It's a great game too.''

Erna Fergusson Is
last Star lecturer
· A nlltive Albuquerquean, ]}rna
Fergusson, will close the "Lect~res Under the Stars" series
Monday night. Miss Fergusson's
topic is "Source Material for
Books-a Confession.''
For the past two summe1·s, Miss
Fergusson opened the ,lecture series. This year Robert E. Barton
Allen, who is in charge of the series, says he has "saved the best
till the last.'' The lectures are held
out of doors each Monday night at
8, and are open to the public without charge.
An authority on city, state, and
region, Miss Fergusson's interests
also include Latin America, Mexican cooking, folklore, regional
dances, and fiction writing.
She is author of the following
books: "Dancing Gods," "Mexican
Cookbook," "Fiesta in Mexico,"
"Chile," "Guatemala," "Venezuela," "Our Hawaii," "Our Southwest," "Cuba," "Albuquerque,"
and "Murder and Mystery in New
Mexico.''
Miss Fergusson has contributed
to New Mexico Quarterly, Century, American Mercury, Travel,
Country Life, Southwest Review,
Scribners, Ariz. on a Quarterly,
Yale Review, and House and Garden.
Widely known as a lecturer, she
has appeared at the University of
Arizona, Unive1•sity of Texas,
Scripps College of Claremont,
Calif., and at governmental meetings in Washington, D. C.
Miss Fergusson has been a
teacher in the Albuquerque public schools, a reporter on the old
Albuquerque Herald, and, according to Who's Who, from 1920-27
she was a "dude wrangler" around
Albuquerque and Santa Fe.

Fisherman Makes
A Sucker of Prof

· -Sta~e Tourist Bureau
A view of the White Sands at sunset. This great natural wonder
covers 270 sq. mi. The dunes, some of which are 50 ft. high, are almost
100 per cent pure gypsum and resemble granulated sugar. Located in
the Tularosa Basin, the National Monument is about 18 miles southwest
of Alamogordo on U. S. Highway 70. Neither meals nor accommodations are available at the monument, but a concession at headquarters
provides cold drinks, candies, souvenirs, and supplies. A picnic ground
is provided for persons who bring lunches. A permit fee of 50 cents for
each car, motorcycle, and house trailer is collected at the entrance. The
permit is good throughout the calendar year.
'

White Sands and El Paso
The trip to the White Sands
National Monument and El PasoJuarez, Mexico, will require two
days. By leaving :fairly early, you
can make White Sands, near Alamogordo, by noon. Two hours
spent here will leave you plenty of
time to malce El Paso by early
evening.
I believe you will be amazed at
this deposit of snow-white gypsum
sand. There are few such sights
in the world. Take off your shoes
and feel the velvety trickle of the
sand between your toes! Ask your
guide all the questions you want
to.
In El Paso, after checking in at
your reservations, you may wish

Prof. Wynn 0. Peeper, recently
returned from an investigation of
an insane asylum, relates this experience he had while interviewFor the benefit of our fellow ing patients.
second-guessers about the campus
"1 was walking at·ound the
who :frequently have called our at- grounds/' Professor Peeper betention to the amazing Philadel- gan, "wnen I came upon a patient
phia Phils, we would like to say , with a pole and a pie~e of string.
that-the Philadelphia Phils are a He was apparently fishing, but
Two Hour
fine ball club. They are a likable he had no hook and there wasn't
bunch of good, clean-cut, red any water nearby.
Emergency Service
blooded American kids. They play
"I went up to him and inquired
hard and fast with no hint of if he had caught anything yet.
QUALITY WORK
roughness or bad sportsmanship.
"The fisherman pulled in his
They take pride in their perform- line, wrapped it around the pole,
ances and contribute an enviable looked me up and down and anspirit to the great American swered, 'You're the fifth one to1800 E. Central Ph.6553
game. In short, they are good.
day.'"
As of Wednesday, the Boston
Braves, our dark horse candidate
for National League honors, were
deadlocked with these whiz kids
and some elderly men from St.
For Handmade Indian Jewelry
Louis. 'Tis a great season, or as
the· man said, "Oh, gretta game is
and Gifts- SEE
baseyball."

University Cleaners

Golf fans might be interested in
the manner in which one major
league player ·described a disastrous round on the links. "I took
the big mallet out of the bag like
I . seen the . others do, leveled off
at the ball and swung for the
:fence. I looked up and saw the
darned thing bounding 'llp the
fairhole about as far as the pitcher's box. I'd never have beaten
it out.
"I whiffed twice before I finally
clobbered a pitch away and gone.
After that I got on to the pitching
and went six for seven for the rest
of the hole. I finally made· a ,fine •
throw out of the woods on, to. the, ..
green where th.e ~oys h,ad .. been
taking a seven mmng stretch for
me. It was a fine throw, right next
to the flag pole. Using the little
caddy like the rest, I pulled two

I!
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!<obert W. Wat/{ius

UOMING UP

by J. T. Reid

TODAY: Lecture and s}lowing of
slides on creative painting,
Howard B. Schleeter, Rodey
T,heater, 4 p. m.
Today through July 281;,Foren·
sic Institute fo1· )ligh school
juniors and seniors, Speech
Dept.
Morning Watch Service, Bap·
tist Student Union, daily Mon·
day through Friday, 7:30 a.m.
Child art exhibit, Cactus Room
of the SUB,
SATURDAY: Student body fiesta
dance in SUB ballroom, 9 p.
m. to midnight. Tom Montgomery substituting for Dean
Howard Mathany in charge,
Music by Marty Baum's orchestra, directed by Orlie
. Wagner.
MONDAY: Lecture Under the
Stars, Erna F e r g u s s o n,
"Source Materials for Books
-a . Confession," Ad. Bldg.
porch, 8 p. m. No charge.
UNM band concert in front of
Rodey Theatel', 7 p.m. Joshua
Missal, dh·ector.
Exhibition of paintings and constructions by Enrique Monte·
negro, Fine Arts gallery,
through August 30.
TUESDAY: Square dancing, tennis courts, 7:30 p.m., Miss
Marlys Swenson in charge.
WEDNESDAY: Opera Workshop
under direction of Robert
Korst presents "The Magic
Flute" today through July 29,
Little Theater.
Dance, men's new dorm, Mrs.
Maud Davis in charge.

to dine over in Juarez, Mexico.
Drive your car over, if you care
to. You will l'eceive nothing but
courteous consideration from both
the Mexican and American customs officials. Park your car on a
main street and, if a Mexican boy
asks to wash and polish it, coml'ilission him to do so. It will be
worth the price.
The Mexican mat·kets may be
open during the evening. If so, you
may wish to bring back some foreign merchandise. All venders
speak English and your American
dollars will be accepted without
hesitation.

SEE and HEAR

'

Mozart's

"The MAGIC
FLUTE"
-·
FOUR NIGHTS

JULY 26, 27, 28 and 29
at the

107 S. MESA

ACROSS FROM THE U
INDIAN ARTS AND CRAFTS

Vol. LII

Drunken Phoning

Albuquerque, New Mexico, Friday, July 28, 1950
o o •

ALBUQUERQUE LITTLE THEATRE
All Seats Reserved
$1.80 ta~ inc.

,

Fake Cctll Brings Comp.us Policeman
A phone call from a person who
identified herself as Mrs. Wade
beseeched the campus police to
check for a prowler at her home
on Las Lomas .Rd. Patrolman F. F.
G1·ay investigated and found no
prowler and no one at home at the
address. When Gray returned to
the station the phone was ringing
and the same lady demanded to
know when the police were going
to check for the prowler. After
fl}ray explained to her that there
was no prowler,·she laughed and
hung up. Gray said the laugh was
a sort of a giggle, and the lady
sounded a little tipsy the last
time she called.
Checldng the phone book Gray
:found several Wades, none of
whom lives on Las Lomas Rd.
A 15-year-old was al'!'ested by
patrolman W. J. Hamilton for
running a stop sign at Coronado
and Yale with his motor scooter
Hamilton said in his report that
"The boy stated in a ver:y loud
voice that he hated cops.''·
Bernard Baca reported someone let all the gas out of his car
parked in front of the men's dormitory. Gray checked and found
that "Person or persons unknown
had gotten a can full of gas, leaving a quart jar under the car.
There was enough gas on the
ground to run the thief to Texas,''
Gray added.
Officers missed their punches
at watch-clocks while making
rounds for a variety of reasons.
Gray missed several on his second round one nightwhile trying
to find a "musical of some sort.''
He reported a crowd of people
with tickets looking for a Russian, or rushing, symphony. Gray

VA. Announces Deadline
For Training on· Gl Bill
The deadline for starting GI
Bill courses of .educati'on and
training for most veterans is one
year away, July 25, 1951, the VA
announced this week. The coming
fall term will be the final term
when most veterans may enter or
1·e-enter GI Bill training.
Most veterans must be in train·
ing by the deadline if they want
to continue afterward, according
to the VA.

NM Needs 500 Teachers

Silvcrcrafts
Featuring Inc/ian Skirts

'

New Mexico schools will find it
necessary to hire at least 500
teachers who took college training in other states in order to fill
teacher vacancies this year, accol·ding to figures compiled by the
New Mexico Education Association.

No. 87

Square Dancers Set Regents Pick Bandleader,
Last Meet Tuesday Dean's Aide F.or Fall Term.
On uT·enn·ls Courts

said he checked all the crowds on
the campus but :found no musical
program,
The last square dance of the
Dr. J. L. Riebsomer, head of the summer series will be Tuesday
summer session, said that nothing
was scheduled for that particular from 7 :30 to 10 p. m. on the tennight .except a group of singers, nis courts, announced· Marlys
but the program was cancelled and Swenson; Guest callers will do
there was no publicity on it.
their stuff at the dance, Miss
Patrolman 0. K. Famiin missed · Swenson
said, and the Duke City
several clocks "because his motor- Promenaders
will furnish music.
cycle battery was dead.'' He
"The
square
dance program has
missed some more because the motor was missing. Patrolman W. J. been quite successful this year,"
Hamilton had a similar trouble Miss Swenson added. "We have
had from 200 to 300 persons aldue to the rain.
Hamllton missed a few because most every week.''
"A 1934 Chevrolet was sitting in
An innovation this summer was
front of the men's dormitory and the large number of small fry who
was smoking inside. The heater attended the dances and at times
was on fire so I jerked all the showed up their parents on the
wires loose," he said.
dance surface.
Fannin reported "The gymnaMiss Swenson said the orchestra
sium building was leaking like a will also play round dance music
dilapidated country barn and I Tuesday night. Everyone is invithad to set out all the containers ed and there is no charge. Plenty
I could find to catch the water. of chairs are available for nonThese caught only a small portion dancers.
of the leaking water and I spent
over two hours mopping the floor.''
There were four cases of park·
ing violations, including two
angle-parldng citations, and five
traffic violations for the week.

Among the top appointments approved by the Regents in
their meeting Tuesday were a marching bandmaster and an
assistant dean of women.
Robert E. Dahnert, formerly at Michigan State, will take
over the football and marching band directorship in Septem~

·~- ....

14 Babies Increase
Biology's Census

Kirtland Base Needs
60 Guard-Patrolmen
On Monday Kirtland AF Base
started a 20-day recruiting drive
in an effort to employ about 60
!'guard-patrolmen," needed at the
Base to augment its present seCUlity program.
The 60 men will receive a starting salary of $2,674 each. They
will be required to provide their
own uniforms and will work on a
24-hours-on, 24-hours-off shift
. Applications for 'the jobs can
be had in first- or second-class
post offices up to August 15. Only
New Mexico residents at·e eligible.

''Pygmalion" Ends
Summer Pix Series
As the last feature of its 1950
Summer Smies, the University
Film Society is presenting "Pygmalion," the film version of
George Bernard Shaw's comedy.
The film stars the late Leslie
Howard with Wendy Hiller, and
was directed by Anthony Asquith.
"Pygmalion" will be shown tomorrow at 8 and 10 p.m. in the
patio of the School of Inter-American Affairs. In case of rain, the
showing will be made in Rodey
Theater.

When a Thamnophis Elegans
Vagrans, commonly called garter
snake, gave birth to 14 little garters last Friday night, she probably didn't realize she was making
a contribution to science.
W. Harry Jones-Burdick, curator of the snake collection and
herpetologist of note, is doing cancer research with .rattlesnakes in
the biology lab. The 14 new arrivals will be used for research, too.
Students who come to JonesBurdi,ck's office for consultation
are sometimes upset when they
see the caged rattlers at their elbows.

Cline Sees New Mexico
As Important to Nation
Prof. Dorothy I. Cline of the
government department spoke
yesterday at the Taos art school
summer session. Her topic was
"What is the Future of New Mex-

ico."

Citizens are obligated to obtain
accurate information about the
UN, the Point Four program and
other functions of our government, Professor Cline said.
"We are but one of the 48 states
but the nation is dependent on
what we do as individuals," she
concluded. "By informing ourselves we fortify our country's defenses at the grass roots while at
the same time we are learning international policies and foreign
affairs.''

,Miss Braham

Dinkel Story Wins
UWriting Contest
Mrs.
" Reynalda Dinkel, summer
school Spanish major from Santa
Fe, won the summer creative
writing contest, Dr. C. V. Wicker,
chairman of the prizes and awards
committee, announced.
She won the $25 prize with her
short story, "Not So Long Ago.''
She is enrolled in Bernard B.
Perry's creative writing class this
summer. The judges for the contest were Mr. Perry, Deane Mowrer and Kenneth Lash.
Manuscripts will be in Dr.
Wicker's office in Hodgin 22. Students can pick them up there.

Johnson Chooses Bach,
Beethoven for Recital
Joyce Johnson, senior in music,
will give a violin recital Aug. 4 at
8:30 p.m. in the Music Building.
Morton Schoenfeld will be her accompanist.
Miss Johnson, a student of Kurt
Frederick and Joshua Missal, will
play Concerto in D Majorby Beethoven and Concerto in A Minor
by Bach.

DRIVE-IN

The University of New Mexico
Opera Workshop

/P1!1!'s

FOR TICKETS
Phone

5-2655

or write to

\

3723 E. Centra(

ELIZABETH MANN, Treas., I020 Parkland Pl.

Headquarters for .All Your
Jewelry Needs

'I
\

I'

... ,I

.

.:·1'

:~

ALSO
Speeial Designing, Manufacturing and En.gra'ring-Expert
Wat.cla and J'eweley Repairing
CENTRAL AT SECOND
Dial 7334 or 6150

Specializing in Giant
HAMBURGERS
and
RicHARDSON'S ROOT BEER
In a Large Chilled Stein

Compliments ol
THE NEW MEXICO

DAILY

ber. Prof. William Kunkel will
work with Dahnert on concert
band work and continue teaching
wind instruments and classes in
theory.
Betty A. Braham, also from
Michigan State, where she will
complete requirement!! for her
master's in personnel education
this summer, was named assist:.
ant dean of women for one year.
She will replace Maiyi:.lifrtrli.,9. ~<>-~
nani, who is taking a year's lea~e
of absence to continue work on her
doctorate at Teachers College, Columbia University. Miss Carmignani~will enroll at Columbia after
a trip to Europe this summer.
Dahnert was assistant band director at Michigan State and also
worked with Glenn C. Bainum,
bandmaster at Northwestern. His
work with Bainum included a trip
last year to the Rose Bowl game
and presentation of a show at the
All-Star football classic last summer at Chicago's Soldier Field.
Other appointments were: Evelyn Sturges, University physician;
Louis S. Gerber, University physician; John R. Green, assistant professor of physics; Warren B.
Kuhn, circulation librarian; and .c"'•
Rolf 0. Hubbe, professor o:f
classics.

FA Gallery Shows
Top News Photos
The Seventh Annual News Pictures of the Year exhibit, sponsored by the School of Journalism
at the University of Missouri and
Encyclopedia Britannica, will be
displayed here Aug. 1-14.
The exhibit, including the best
207 news picture!\ of the year se·
lected by the sponsors' committee.
will be shown at the Fine At·ts
gallery and will be open to the
public. This is the second conseeutive year the exhibit will be shown
at UNM. The exhibit was brought
here through the efforts of the
journalism department.
Touring the country, the prizewinning pictures will come from
Baylor University, Waco, Tex. to
UNM, then to Brigham Young
University at Provo, Utah.
The . exhibit will l'ep!ace the
non-objective paintings and structurils by' Jllnrique Montenegro
wh10h are bemg shown now.

presenfecl by

under the direction of
ROBERT KORST

BOB'S

.. Dahnert

!

VA Office Notifies Vets
/t

LOBO

By ,June, 1951, UNM is· due to have a two-story; two-block-long
classroom building, as shown in the architect's sketch above. In the
1890's UNM had only one building, the "little red schoolhouse on the
hill" which was later remodeled into Hodgin IIall. The new classroom
building now under construction on the parking lot north of Carlisle

"All Public Law 346 veterans
who plan to use the GI Bill this
fall are asked to contact the VA
Gym, will cost $750,000,. It will have entrances on the north, east1 and office within the next month," an·
west. The nor£h side of the building is shown in the sketch, and place-. nounces John Dolzadelli, Veterans
ment of trees along Col.'onado Ave. has been altered to show the build- Afl'airs officer. The office will be
i:IJ.g's design. It will be constructed to (confo:rlfi with the 40 other per· op,en · all through Augu&t and
manent buildings in .modified-Pueblo ~~_!chitectUl'e.
s~:;.t~Jmber.
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